
  

 

Archaeological Glossary 
analysis:  the stage of archaeological research that involves the description and classification of 

archaeological data. 

 
anthropology:  the study of humans, including the variety and distribution of physical, cultural and social 

characteristics. 

 
archaeological data:  materials recognized as significant evidence and collected by an archaeologist to 

enable interpretation of a site.  There are many classes of archaeological data including artifacts, features, 

structures, food remains, historic documents and records, eco-facts, and environmental information. 
 

archaeological documentation:  the body of data about a site, gathered through various scientific means 

including measurements, written records, photography, graphic illustrations, artifact analysis, and historic 

documents, that enable interpretation of a site and comparison with other sites. 
 

archaeological reconnaissance:  a systematic attempt to locate, identify, and record the distribution of an 

archaeological site against its natural geographical and environmental background. 
 

archaeological site:  a place where humanly manufactured or modified objects, features, or eco-facts are 

found. 

 
archaeologist:  a trained individual who studies the past using scientific methods, with the motive of 

recording and interpreting previous human activity rather than collecting artifacts for profit or personal 

possession. 
 

archaeology: the branch of anthropology that gathers data from artifacts and the physical remains of 

human activities. Archaeologists then try to connect that data to past behaviors which ultimately helps us 
understand how past peoples lived and how cultures developed. 

 
archives:  a place where public records and documents are kept; also, a specific body of records and 

documents. 
 

articulation:  the state of archaeological materials when they lie in the same relationship to each other 

that they had in life or construction. 
 

artifact:  an object manufactured or modified by humans. 

 
assemblage:  all of the artifacts found at a site; also, the set of a particular type of artifact, such as a 

“ceramic assemblage.” 
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association:  the relationship between an artifact and other archaeological finds in a particular context, 

suggesting simultaneous deposition.  Associations between objects are the basis for relative dating and 
cross dating. 

 

attribute:  a well-defined characteristic of an artifact which cannot be further subdivided, such as form, 
style, or technology of manufacture, which is used to classify and to interpret an artifact. 

 
casting:  a technique in archaeological conservation used to restore or to replicate deteriorated metal 

artifacts.  An exact copy of the original item is made, usually from epoxy resin or latex rubber, from the 
mold formed by an external marine concretion. 

 

ceramics:  objects of fired clay. 
 

class:  a general group of artifacts, such as “weapons,” which can be further ordered into specific types.  

 
classification:  the ordering of archaeological data into groups with similar characteristics to enable 

descriptions and comparisons to be made. 

 

concretion:  a composite crust of minerals, corrosion products, sediments, and natural life that forms on 
most metal artifacts and some organic items. 

 

conservation:  the treatment given to archaeological materials by proven means to restore their original 
appearance, to prevent further deterioration, and to prepare them for museum displays or study 

collections. 

 
conservator:  a trained individual who uses scientific methods to preserve and to stabilize artifacts, and 

who also is responsible for recovering archaeological information through analysis of objects being 

conserved. 

 
consolidation:  conservation techniques for an artifact that is so badly deteriorated that its original 

likeness cannot be restored; the purpose thus is to stabilize the artifact against further deterioration. 

 
context:  the position of an archaeological find in time and space, established by measurements and the 

assessment of its associations, matrix, and provenience. 

 

corrosion:  a decomposition process that affects metals - excluding gold and, to a small extent, lead - 
when they are subjected to moisture in the environment.  The effect contributes to the formation of a 

concretion around the artifact. 

 
cross-dating:  a relative dating technique based on other objects or artifact associations of known age. 

 

cultural resource:  an archaeological site viewed as a non-renewable resource of information about past 
human activity.  Those under water are known as submerged cultural resources. 
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cultural resource management:  the conservation and management of archaeological sites and artifacts 
as a means of preserving the past. 

 

culture:  in anthropology, culture refers to a set of designs for living that helps to mold one’s responses to 

different situations and which is the primary means for adapting to the environment.  In archaeology, the 
term is applied to complexes of archaeological data found at several sites that can be defined and 

compared in a context of time and space. 

 
datum point:  a location on a site from which all measurements are made and which is tied into known, 

local geographical data. 

 
diagnostic artifact:  an artifact which, because of its attributes, can be associated with other materials of 

known age and origin, thereby helping to date it relatively or absolutely. 

 

distribution:  a description of the spatial location of artifacts, features, or structures over a landscape. 
 

eco-fact:  a natural archaeological find that helps to describe a population’s environment (such as faunal 

or floral remains) or behavior (such as ballast) but which was not humanly made or changed. 
 

electrolysis:  a conservation technique applied to metal artifacts to remove corrosion products, stabilize 

remaining metal, and reconvert corroded metal into stable compounds. 
 

excavation:  the process of uncovering an archaeological site scientifically, in uniform layers, by 

removing the matrix, observing the provenience and context of finds therein, and recording them in a 

three-dimensional way. 
 

feature:  a unique, interrelated area of a site, containing identifiable archaeological or environmental 

evidence.  The remains may be very clear cut, such as a skeleton or a ship’s hull, or rather subtle, such as 
iron stains in the matrix. 

 

grid method:  a technique of archaeological excavation in which a scaffold with uniform units, 

conventionally two-by-two meters in size, is placed over a site to aid in mapping, recording, and 
provenience identification. 

 

historical archaeology:  the study of material remains from cultures that had writing and that left 
documentary evidence.  In American archaeology, it refers to events post-dating 1492. 

 

history:  the study of the past through written records. 
 

hypothesis:  an unproven theory or proposition that is tentatively accepted to explain certain facts or to 

form the guidelines of further investigation; must be supported by observable data to remain viable. 
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material culture:  pertaining to the technology and artifacts of a population. 

 
matrix:  the soil deposit in which an archaeological find is situated. 

 

prehistory:  the millennia of human history that preceded the development of written records. 
 

primary context:  an undisturbed association, matrix, and provenience. 

 
provenience:  the documented position of an archaeological find in time and space, recorded three-

dimensionally. 

 

radiocarbon dating:  a dating technique based on measurement of the decay rate of the carbon isotope, 
Carbon 14, into stable nitrogen (N12).  The resulting dates are calibrated from radiocarbon ages into 

calendar years using tree-ring chronologies (dendrochronology). 

 
relative dating:  the dating of sites or artifacts based on their sequential relationship to other known 

examples, but not tied to calendar years.  Relationships commonly are established through stratigraphy, 

assemblages, or stylistic or technological characteristics and evolutions. 

 
remote sensing:  archaeological reconnaissance techniques using tools that detect the presence of features 

or materials which may be buried or camouflaged.  Magnetometry, sonar, metal detection, resistivity, 

ground penetrating radar, and aerial and infrared photography are examples of remote-sensing devices. 
 

research design:  a systematic and well-formulated plan for conducting scientific research based on a 

series of questions. 
 

sampling:  the process of selecting part of the evidence from a field of study as a basis for generalizing 

about the whole.  Since it usually is infeasible to collect or to analyze all possible data, sampling is a basic 

archaeological technique, and may be “systematic,” based on a need to gather evidence for specific 
questions, or “random,” based on the presumption that all data are absolutely equal, uninfluenced by 

external variables, and therefore may be selected for study entirely randomly. 

 
scientific method:  the operational method of science used for observing and testing phenomena based on 

the construction of hypotheses, the gathering of data in scientific means, and the possibility of replicating 

any results. 

 
secondary context:  a context of archaeological material that has been disturbed by subsequent human 

activity or natural phenomena. 

 
selective excavation:  archaeological excavation of parts of a site, intended to give a systematic sampling 

of the entire area. 

 
seriation:  a process in which artifacts are placed in a chronological order based on similarities and 

evolutions in such aspects as form, technology, or association. 
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site plan:  a map illustrating the relationship of components of an archaeological site.  Usually a single, 

horizontal representation of primary features, structures, or artifacts, a site plan also can reflect vertical 
relationships through the use of overlays of various strata. 

 

site survey:  reconnaissance of a potential or obvious archaeological site, including recovery of 
diagnostic artifacts and basic recording, to enable evaluation of its archaeological significance. 

 

small finds:  the term applied to artifacts that can be picked up and transported from a site, as opposed to 

features or structures; also, on sites which have abundant artifacts, it can refer to particularly unique or 
unclassifiable object. 

 

stratigraphy:  the term applied to the superimposed layers of matrix in an archaeological site.  The 
“theory of superposition” of such layers is fundamental in archaeology, suggesting that objects found in 

deeper sediments are older, thus establishing a relative, chronological relationship among materials in the 

vertical column. 
 

test pit:  a small, local excavation made at a site, either to sample or to probe the whole, or to help to 

determine where large-scale excavation should be undertaken. 

 
total excavation:  the complete excavation of an archaeological site, including all components.  Sites 

with large features, such as structures or a shipwreck hull, often are not excavated totally, but rather the 

features are recorded in situ. 
 

typology:  the process of grouping artifacts with similar attributes into “types” to compare them with 

other groups.  The types established by an archaeologist may or may not coincide with the “typology” that 

was perceived by the original maker or user. 
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	terms
	abrasive: Media used to inscribe modern monumental works; sand or powdered pumice stone, which is rubbed against a sculpture’s surface to create a smooth or polished effect.
	acid rain: Rainfall with a lower than normal ph.
	acidic deposition: Acid rain fallen on an absorbent stone. The leading cause of damage and decay to calcium carbonate based rock, including most marble and some limestone.
	arch: A curved construction which spans an opening.
	argillaceous: Consisting of, or containing clay.
	armature: Internal frame or hidden support.
	artificial stone: Simulated stone composite material.
	ashlar block: A squared or rectangular block of building stone. Large finished stone block, which is set face bedded; often incorporated into facades of mausoleums, crypts, and historic masonry structures.
	assemblage: Sculptural form made by assembling various shapes and materials.
	assessment: To determine the condition of an object, as in a condition assessment.
	atmospheric staining: Deposition of particulate matter such as soot.
	atmospheric incrustation: A surface crust, formed by a reaction between calcium and acidic water to form calcium sulfate.
	backfill: The operation of replacing dirt removed in excavation.
	barrow: Mound of stones or dirt on top of a grave.
	basalt: A dark, dense volcanic rock difficult to shape.
	bed: In rock, the flat surface of a stone parallel to its stratification.
	bed joint: The horizontal layer of mortar on which a masonry unit is laid.
	biological activity: Algae or lichen growth visible on the stone’s surface.
	block: A concrete masonry unit made with fine aggregate and cement that is shaped in a mold.
	bluestone: A hard fine-grained stone often used for mainly for walkways or patios.
	box tomb: A crypt style monument with no body interred inside. The interior is a hollow cavity.
	brick masonry: A type of construction that has units of baked clay or shale of uniform size, small enough to be placed with one hand, laid in courses with mortar joints to form walls, pillars, and various structures.
	bronze: An alloy of approximately 90 percent copper and 10 percent tin, which contains small amounts of other metals such as lead and zinc. Hard and durable, it is one of the most commonly used materials for sculptural works.
	burial mound: A mound resulting from dirt piled upon a corpse.
	burial vault: A concrete or other material used as a grave liner; to keep a grave from subsiding.
	cairn: A mound of stones serving as memorial or marker.
	calcareous: Consisting of, or containing, calcium carbonate or carbonate of lime.
	calcite: A rock forming mineral, calcite is found in limestone and seashells. It is very common on the earth’s surface, as it dissolves in water and grows anywhere that water can reach.
	calcium: A soft, silver- white chemical element found in limestone, marble and chalks.
	cap: The top cement surface on a masonry structure.
	capstone: Stone on top of a monument or wall.
	casket: A rectangular coffin.
	carving: A traditional subtractive method of producing a sculpture in which the material is cut away or chipped away; also a tern used to describe letting an inscription or decoration in a gravestone or monument.
	cast: The form produced by filling a mold.
	cast iron: Iron made in a mold.
	cavity wall: A wall with an air space behind it, such as in a box tomb.
	cement: The binding material which holds the aggregates together, in concrete and mortar, binding them into a solid mass.
	cemetery: A final resting place for human remains. Larger, planned, and more organized in structure, then the earlier graveyards and burying grounds.
	cenotaph: A monument to honor a deceased who is buried elsewhere, or whose body was never found.
	charnel house: A place for storing bones or corpses.
	clay: A malleable, moist earth mixed with water that becomes hard when baked.
	closure brick: A partial brick that is cut to fit into a place to complete a course.
	coffin: The boxes in which bodies are laid to rest.
	column: A tall, vertical, cylindrical member, most often associated, with a classical capitol.
	concrete: A artificial stone made by mixing cement and sand with gravel, broken stone, or other aggregate.  The preferred material for all modern monuments foundations.
	conservation: To save and protect what is left as it is found. To stabilize what is left of an artifact. The proper term to describe a huge scope of procedures and treatments performed to save and protect art and historic gravestones, monuments, sculp...
	coping: Large stone blocks set at the perimeter of a grave site. Most often found on large Victorian family plots; the top course of a masonry wall.
	course: One of the continuous horizontal layers (rows) of masonry that forms a structure.
	crazing: The checking or cracking of the surface of artificial stone, concrete, etc.
	crypt: A subterranean vault used as a burial chamber; may be located beneath a church floor.
	descanos: Roadside crosses; often found on alongside sharp bends in roadways.
	dissolution of marble: Very advanced stage of deterioration; a combination of multiple decay mechanisms including, erosion, sugaring, and spalling.
	dry stack: Stonework with mortar recessed so that it is invisible.
	dry stone wall: A stone wall built without mortar.
	efflorescence: The white or grayish crust sometimes formed on the surface of masonry or stone, often as calcium sulfate. It is caused by the leeching-out of soluble chemical salts, from the stone, brick or mortar joints through the forces of capillary...
	engraving: Inscription formed by carving or sandblasting into stone.
	entomb: To place in a tomb or grave.
	epitaph: An inscription on a gravestone or monument. Often a short poem, literary piece, or description of the deceased virtues. Very common on historic gravestones, but seldom used in modern monuments.
	erosion: When pertaining to stone; gradually wearing away of surface; associated with sugaring in marble. Regarding landscape, the slow tendency of earth to move down hill, through the forces of wind water, and ice.
	evaporate: To change into or pass off in vapor; Important part of the rising damp cycle in gravestones; the force which pulls salts and minerals towards the surface of stone and masonry structures combined with capillary action.
	exfoliation: Peeling or scaling of stone surface.
	exhume: To remove from a grave.
	face: The front or inscribed surface of a gravestone or monument.
	failure: Collapse, rupture, or fracture. In gravestones, usually refers to a breakdown of a previous repair procedure.
	fallen: A memorial or sculpture which has been toppled over onto the ground.
	feldspar: One of the crystalline minerals in granite.
	finial: An image which is inscribed at the shoulder area, or top upper sides, most common on a historic tablet stone.
	footing: Foundation; A base for a wall or other structure that provides stability; may be concrete, or built masonry.
	footstone: Smaller gravestone set at the foot of a grave, most often in conjunction with a headstone. May be inscribed with only initials, or name, and is smaller then headstone.
	foundation: The part of construction that supports the structure. In monuments, poor quality foundations or no at all account for a large percentage of structural failures.
	fragment: A piece of a broken gravestone, monument, or sculpture.
	gneiss: Hard course grained metamorphic rock, not easily worked. It is also known as a type of granite, composed of mica, quartz, and schist, with additional iron, magnesium and silicates.
	grade: The slope of the ground around a gravestone, monument or structure.
	grade line: The point at which a stone enters the ground. The most common site of tablet stone breakage.
	granite: Geologically an igneous rock made up of mica, quartz, and feldspar. The predominant stone which was used in American monuments during the twentieth century. Most modern monuments and footstones are composed of granite, which is now imported i...
	granular disintegration: The final and most advanced stage of marble or limestone decomposition exhibiting, extensive sugaring and erosion with lost inscription. A highly weakened and deteriorated stone.
	grave: A place of burial, especially the excavation itself.
	grave marker: Something placed in remembrance of the dead; a universal name to describe many types of memorials.
	gravestone: A stone placed on a grave to mark it, commonly inscribed with name, birth and death dates; most often describes a historic memorial. Tends to mean a monolithic, or a one piece stone such as a tablet stone.
	granolithic: Consisting of artificial stone of a fine granular structure.
	headstone: A stone set at the head of a grave.
	igneous rock: Rock formed as molten magma cools and hardens underground. Granite is the most common example, today being almost exclusively employed for monumental works. Course grained igneous rock are called granite and are preferred for monuments a...
	incised carving: Decorative image or inscription cut into stone.
	incipient: Beginning to take place.
	interment: Burial
	inscription: Lettering carved or sandblasted into a gravestone or monument.
	in-situ: On site, constructed or conserved in position.
	joint: Any place where two or more edges or surfaces come to a union.
	keystone: The top stone in an arch or the center stone in a flat span.
	laminated stone: Built up in layers when formed, such as sandstone.
	ledgestone: Pattern of stonework utilizing horizontal joints.
	lime: Produced by burning limestone in a kiln. The base for mortar.
	limestone: A sedimentary rock formed from shells and organic sea matter. If metamorphisized becomes marble. Limestone was often used in nineteenth century monuments as a base. May be difficult to distinguish from marble, but tends to be grayer in colo...
	lunette: Tympanum, upper center area on a gravestone, which often contained an image such as a cherub, urn & willow, or a deaths head.
	mantle: A shelf built into masonry for ornamental reasons.
	marble: Metamorphisized limestone. The most common stone type used from the late 1700s in some areas through present day. Predominantly used during the Victorian era for gravestones, monuments, and sculpture. Unfortunately the stone most adversely eff...
	masonry: Anything constructed of the materials stone, brick, block, concrete, tile, and mortar.
	mausoleum: Large, elaborate tomb or building to hold human remains.
	medallion: A decorative plaque with slightly projecting carvings.
	metamorphic rock: Rock formed or changed by heat and compression. Formed under high pressure and heat over a long period of time. Examples include: Limestone becomes marble, shale becomes slate, and some sandstones become quartzite.
	memorial: Stone commemorating a person; may or may not be marking a grave site.  Gravestones moved away from remains become memorials.
	mica: Mineral that occurs in thin sheets and tends to sparkle. A major part of granite.
	mineral: A solid mixture of chemicals that has certain regular characteristics, such as atomic structure and chemical composition.
	monolith: A one-piece gravestone or monument.
	monument: From the root word meaning,” to think”. A building, structure or memorial; a headstone constructed of two or more sections. Can include a wide range of types and styles.
	national historic landmark: America’s highest designation for historic structures. It was instituted by the Roosevelt Administration in 1935. See web site.
	national register of historic places: America’s official list of buildings, sites and districts which includes some cemeteries. It was founded by Congress in 1966, but is administered by the states.
	patina: The final surface texture or color. The protective crust which forms over time, on the surface of some types of stone outdoors.
	pavers: Bricks in numerous sizes and shapes that are used for constructing sidewalks, patios, and driveways.
	perpetual care: Guarantee of eternal cemetery upkeep; funds were collected and set aside and sometimes markers were placed beside monuments, or inscriptions added to stones, to denote a payment had been collected.
	pitting: Distinct depressions on a stones surface.
	plinth: A block that raises a monument or sculpture.
	plumb: Straight up and down; vertically perpendicular as measured with a spirit level, or plumb bob.
	portland cement: Cement most often used in modern construction to formulate concrete, mortar, and pre-cast products. Creates a very hard solid, not recommended for most aspects of historic preservation.
	preservation: To keep safe from harm or injury; historic preservation attempts to preserve our histories artifacts and objects from previous generations.
	proportion: The correct or desirable relationship between parts.
	quartz: A common crystalline stone. A major part of granite.
	quartzite: Metamorphic sandstone. A harder denser sandstone.
	reinforcing rod: Rebar; A steel rod that is used for reinforcing concrete or masonry.
	reset: The reinstallation of a leaning, fallen, or damaged gravestone or monument.
	reset lowered: A gravestone which has been reset in a lowered position due to being fractured,
	most often near the ground level.
	restoration: To restore or make new again. More aggressive then conservation, restoration implies recreating what has been lost.
	retaining wall: A wall of masonry used to keep soil or other material from in place, and from falling.
	rising damp: Moisture brought upwards through the forces of capillary action and evaporation.
	rowlock: A brick laid on its edge (face).
	sandstone: A sedimentary rock made up of compressed sand. Formed from fresh water sediment. Extensively used in the form of brownstone throughout the Connecticut River valley from the late 1600s to about 1900.
	sarcophagus: A stone coffin.
	sedimentary rock: Rock that forms at the Earths surface. It consists of layers or rock fragments or other substances that have been deposited on top of each other. Examples include; lake and river beds become sandstone, sea beds become limestone.
	sepulcher: A burial vault, a place to store relics in an altar.
	shale: Thinly layered soft stone of clay origin. Becomes slate if metamorphisized
	shim: Cushion. Spacer placed between stone segments. May be lead, copper, plastic and Can vary in thickness.
	shoulder: Top upper outside corners on a gravestone.
	slate: A hard durable rock which comes from metamorphic shale composed mainly of clay. Many of the oldest and best preserved examples of colonial gravestones were carved from slate.
	soapstone: A soft stone composed largely of talc. It carves easily and resists heat well. It tends to work more like a wood then a common stone. Occasionally gravestones were carved from soap stone.
	soldier course: A course of brick laid with the brick standing on edge with the thin side on the face.
	soundness: Absence of the tendency to crack, swells, shrink, distort or disintegrate, under varying conditions.
	spall: To flake or split away, indicates the loss of stone.
	stabilize: To make safe or secure. To prevent from falling or being damaged.
	stele: A commemorative stone inscribed or sculpture, as a monument or set into the facade of a building.
	struck joint: A joint that has been made by pressing the mortar with a trowel.
	survey: To overview a graveyard or cemetery in planning for preservation.
	table stone: A memorial composed of legs or a built masonry base, supporting a large horizontal stone, usually containing inscription.
	table tomb: Box tomb, a crypt style monument without a body inside.
	tablet stone: A single piece vertical gravestone
	texture: The tactile and visual quality of a surface, regardless of its color.
	tomb: A grave, burial vault or a monument.
	tombstone: Gravestone; denotes historical type, often within the western United States
	treatment: The proper term to describe performing a conservation procedure.
	tumulus: Burial mound or barrow.
	tympanum: The semi-circular top upper section on a tablet stone.
	unstable: A hazardous or dangerous gravestone, monument, or structure. May be in danger of toppling or falling apart.
	urn: Container for ashes of a person who has been cremated.
	vaulted ceiling: A ceiling formed from a continuous arch, found in Roman, Classical and Gothic architecture and revival styles. A common technique employed in the 19th and 20th century for the construction crypts and vaults in cemeteries.
	veneer: A layer of bricks or stones that serve as a facing.
	weathering: The breaking down of rocks or masonry, by the action of various processes such as freezing and thawing and dissolving in water..
	wrought iron: Decorative iron that is hammered or forged into shape by hand. Very popular during the 19th and early 20th century for fences and ornament. Almost a lost art, as very few artisans continue to practice this trade.
	wythe: A vertical stack of bricks one thickness wide; a veneer course.
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	backfill: The operation of replacing dirt removed in excavation.
	barrow: Mound of stones or dirt on top of a grave.
	basalt: A dark, dense volcanic rock difficult to shape.
	bed: In rock, the flat surface of a stone parallel to its stratification.
	bed joint: The horizontal layer of mortar on which a masonry unit is laid.
	biological activity: Algae or lichen growth visible on the stone’s surface.
	block: A concrete masonry unit made with fine aggregate and cement that is shaped in a mold.
	bluestone: A hard fine-grained stone often used for mainly for walkways or patios.
	box tomb: A crypt style monument with no body interred inside. The interior is a hollow cavity.
	brick masonry: A type of construction that has units of baked clay or shale of uniform size, small enough to be placed with one hand, laid in courses with mortar joints to form walls, pillars, and various structures.
	bronze: An alloy of approximately 90 percent copper and 10 percent tin, which contains small amounts of other metals such as lead and zinc. Hard and durable, it is one of the most commonly used materials for sculptural works.
	burial mound: A mound resulting from dirt piled upon a corpse.
	burial vault: A concrete or other material used as a grave liner; to keep a grave from subsiding.
	cairn: A mound of stones serving as memorial or marker.
	calcareous: Consisting of, or containing, calcium carbonate or carbonate of lime.
	calcite: A rock forming mineral, calcite is found in limestone and seashells. It is very common on the earth’s surface, as it dissolves in water and grows anywhere that water can reach.
	calcium: A soft, silver- white chemical element found in limestone, marble and chalks.
	cap: The top cement surface on a masonry structure.
	capstone: Stone on top of a monument or wall.
	casket: A rectangular coffin.
	carving: A traditional subtractive method of producing a sculpture in which the material is cut away or chipped away; also a tern used to describe letting an inscription or decoration in a gravestone or monument.
	cast: The form produced by filling a mold.
	cast iron: Iron made in a mold.
	cavity wall: A wall with an air space behind it, such as in a box tomb.
	cement: The binding material which holds the aggregates together, in concrete and mortar, binding them into a solid mass.
	cemetery: A final resting place for human remains. Larger, planned, and more organized in structure, then the earlier graveyards and burying grounds.
	cenotaph: A monument to honor a deceased who is buried elsewhere, or whose body was never found.
	charnel house: A place for storing bones or corpses.
	clay: A malleable, moist earth mixed with water that becomes hard when baked.
	closure brick: A partial brick that is cut to fit into a place to complete a course.
	coffin: The boxes in which bodies are laid to rest.
	column: A tall, vertical, cylindrical member, most often associated, with a classical capitol.
	concrete: A artificial stone made by mixing cement and sand with gravel, broken stone, or other aggregate.  The preferred material for all modern monuments foundations.
	conservation: To save and protect what is left as it is found. To stabilize what is left of an artifact. The proper term to describe a huge scope of procedures and treatments performed to save and protect art and historic gravestones, monuments, sculp...
	coping: Large stone blocks set at the perimeter of a grave site. Most often found on large Victorian family plots; the top course of a masonry wall.
	course: One of the continuous horizontal layers (rows) of masonry that forms a structure.
	crazing: The checking or cracking of the surface of artificial stone, concrete, etc.
	crypt: A subterranean vault used as a burial chamber; may be located beneath a church floor.
	descanos: Roadside crosses; often found on alongside sharp bends in roadways.
	dissolution of marble: Very advanced stage of deterioration; a combination of multiple decay mechanisms including, erosion, sugaring, and spalling.
	dry stack: Stonework with mortar recessed so that it is invisible.
	dry stone wall: A stone wall built without mortar.
	efflorescence: The white or grayish crust sometimes formed on the surface of masonry or stone, often as calcium sulfate. It is caused by the leeching-out of soluble chemical salts, from the stone, brick or mortar joints through the forces of capillary...
	engraving: Inscription formed by carving or sandblasting into stone.
	entomb: To place in a tomb or grave.
	epitaph: An inscription on a gravestone or monument. Often a short poem, literary piece, or description of the deceased virtues. Very common on historic gravestones, but seldom used in modern monuments.
	erosion: When pertaining to stone; gradually wearing away of surface; associated with sugaring in marble. Regarding landscape, the slow tendency of earth to move down hill, through the forces of wind water, and ice.
	evaporate: To change into or pass off in vapor; Important part of the rising damp cycle in gravestones; the force which pulls salts and minerals towards the surface of stone and masonry structures combined with capillary action.
	exfoliation: Peeling or scaling of stone surface.
	exhume: To remove from a grave.
	face: The front or inscribed surface of a gravestone or monument.
	failure: Collapse, rupture, or fracture. In gravestones, usually refers to a breakdown of a previous repair procedure.
	fallen: A memorial or sculpture which has been toppled over onto the ground.
	feldspar: One of the crystalline minerals in granite.
	finial: An image which is inscribed at the shoulder area, or top upper sides, most common on a historic tablet stone.
	footing: Foundation; A base for a wall or other structure that provides stability; may be concrete, or built masonry.
	footstone: Smaller gravestone set at the foot of a grave, most often in conjunction with a headstone. May be inscribed with only initials, or name, and is smaller then headstone.
	foundation: The part of construction that supports the structure. In monuments, poor quality foundations or no at all account for a large percentage of structural failures.
	fragment: A piece of a broken gravestone, monument, or sculpture.
	gneiss: Hard course grained metamorphic rock, not easily worked. It is also known as a type of granite, composed of mica, quartz, and schist, with additional iron, magnesium and silicates.
	grade: The slope of the ground around a gravestone, monument or structure.
	grade line: The point at which a stone enters the ground. The most common site of tablet stone breakage.
	granite: Geologically an igneous rock made up of mica, quartz, and feldspar. The predominant stone which was used in American monuments during the twentieth century. Most modern monuments and footstones are composed of granite, which is now imported i...
	granular disintegration: The final and most advanced stage of marble or limestone decomposition exhibiting, extensive sugaring and erosion with lost inscription. A highly weakened and deteriorated stone.
	grave: A place of burial, especially the excavation itself.
	grave marker: Something placed in remembrance of the dead; a universal name to describe many types of memorials.
	gravestone: A stone placed on a grave to mark it, commonly inscribed with name, birth and death dates; most often describes a historic memorial. Tends to mean a monolithic, or a one piece stone such as a tablet stone.
	granolithic: Consisting of artificial stone of a fine granular structure.
	headstone: A stone set at the head of a grave.
	igneous rock: Rock formed as molten magma cools and hardens underground. Granite is the most common example, today being almost exclusively employed for monumental works. Course grained igneous rock are called granite and are preferred for monuments a...
	incised carving: Decorative image or inscription cut into stone.
	incipient: Beginning to take place.
	interment: Burial
	inscription: Lettering carved or sandblasted into a gravestone or monument.
	in-situ: On site, constructed or conserved in position.
	joint: Any place where two or more edges or surfaces come to a union.
	keystone: The top stone in an arch or the center stone in a flat span.
	laminated stone: Built up in layers when formed, such as sandstone.
	ledgestone: Pattern of stonework utilizing horizontal joints.
	lime: Produced by burning limestone in a kiln. The base for mortar.
	limestone: A sedimentary rock formed from shells and organic sea matter. If metamorphisized becomes marble. Limestone was often used in nineteenth century monuments as a base. May be difficult to distinguish from marble, but tends to be grayer in colo...
	lunette: Tympanum, upper center area on a gravestone, which often contained an image such as a cherub, urn & willow, or a deaths head.
	mantle: A shelf built into masonry for ornamental reasons.
	marble: Metamorphisized limestone. The most common stone type used from the late 1700s in some areas through present day. Predominantly used during the Victorian era for gravestones, monuments, and sculpture. Unfortunately the stone most adversely eff...
	masonry: Anything constructed of the materials stone, brick, block, concrete, tile, and mortar.
	mausoleum: Large, elaborate tomb or building to hold human remains.
	medallion: A decorative plaque with slightly projecting carvings.
	metamorphic rock: Rock formed or changed by heat and compression. Formed under high pressure and heat over a long period of time. Examples include: Limestone becomes marble, shale becomes slate, and some sandstones become quartzite.
	memorial: Stone commemorating a person; may or may not be marking a grave site.  Gravestones moved away from remains become memorials.
	mica: Mineral that occurs in thin sheets and tends to sparkle. A major part of granite.
	mineral: A solid mixture of chemicals that has certain regular characteristics, such as atomic structure and chemical composition.
	monolith: A one-piece gravestone or monument.
	monument: From the root word meaning,” to think”. A building, structure or memorial; a headstone constructed of two or more sections. Can include a wide range of types and styles.
	national historic landmark: America’s highest designation for historic structures. It was instituted by the Roosevelt Administration in 1935. See web site.
	national register of historic places: America’s official list of buildings, sites and districts which includes some cemeteries. It was founded by Congress in 1966, but is administered by the states.
	patina: The final surface texture or color. The protective crust which forms over time, on the surface of some types of stone outdoors.
	pavers: Bricks in numerous sizes and shapes that are used for constructing sidewalks, patios, and driveways.
	perpetual care: Guarantee of eternal cemetery upkeep; funds were collected and set aside and sometimes markers were placed beside monuments, or inscriptions added to stones, to denote a payment had been collected.
	pitting: Distinct depressions on a stones surface.
	plinth: A block that raises a monument or sculpture.
	plumb: Straight up and down; vertically perpendicular as measured with a spirit level, or plumb bob.
	portland cement: Cement most often used in modern construction to formulate concrete, mortar, and pre-cast products. Creates a very hard solid, not recommended for most aspects of historic preservation.
	preservation: To keep safe from harm or injury; historic preservation attempts to preserve our histories artifacts and objects from previous generations.
	proportion: The correct or desirable relationship between parts.
	quartz: A common crystalline stone. A major part of granite.
	quartzite: Metamorphic sandstone. A harder denser sandstone.
	reinforcing rod: Rebar; A steel rod that is used for reinforcing concrete or masonry.
	reset: The reinstallation of a leaning, fallen, or damaged gravestone or monument.
	reset lowered: A gravestone which has been reset in a lowered position due to being fractured,
	most often near the ground level.
	restoration: To restore or make new again. More aggressive then conservation, restoration implies recreating what has been lost.
	retaining wall: A wall of masonry used to keep soil or other material from in place, and from falling.
	rising damp: Moisture brought upwards through the forces of capillary action and evaporation.
	rowlock: A brick laid on its edge (face).
	sandstone: A sedimentary rock made up of compressed sand. Formed from fresh water sediment. Extensively used in the form of brownstone throughout the Connecticut River valley from the late 1600s to about 1900.
	sarcophagus: A stone coffin.
	sedimentary rock: Rock that forms at the Earths surface. It consists of layers or rock fragments or other substances that have been deposited on top of each other. Examples include; lake and river beds become sandstone, sea beds become limestone.
	sepulcher: A burial vault, a place to store relics in an altar.
	shale: Thinly layered soft stone of clay origin. Becomes slate if metamorphisized
	shim: Cushion. Spacer placed between stone segments. May be lead, copper, plastic and Can vary in thickness.
	shoulder: Top upper outside corners on a gravestone.
	slate: A hard durable rock which comes from metamorphic shale composed mainly of clay. Many of the oldest and best preserved examples of colonial gravestones were carved from slate.
	soapstone: A soft stone composed largely of talc. It carves easily and resists heat well. It tends to work more like a wood then a common stone. Occasionally gravestones were carved from soap stone.
	soldier course: A course of brick laid with the brick standing on edge with the thin side on the face.
	soundness: Absence of the tendency to crack, swells, shrink, distort or disintegrate, under varying conditions.
	spall: To flake or split away, indicates the loss of stone.
	stabilize: To make safe or secure. To prevent from falling or being damaged.
	stele: A commemorative stone inscribed or sculpture, as a monument or set into the facade of a building.
	struck joint: A joint that has been made by pressing the mortar with a trowel.
	survey: To overview a graveyard or cemetery in planning for preservation.
	table stone: A memorial composed of legs or a built masonry base, supporting a large horizontal stone, usually containing inscription.
	table tomb: Box tomb, a crypt style monument without a body inside.
	tablet stone: A single piece vertical gravestone
	texture: The tactile and visual quality of a surface, regardless of its color.
	tomb: A grave, burial vault or a monument.
	tombstone: Gravestone; denotes historical type, often within the western United States
	treatment: The proper term to describe performing a conservation procedure.
	tumulus: Burial mound or barrow.
	tympanum: The semi-circular top upper section on a tablet stone.
	unstable: A hazardous or dangerous gravestone, monument, or structure. May be in danger of toppling or falling apart.
	urn: Container for ashes of a person who has been cremated.
	vaulted ceiling: A ceiling formed from a continuous arch, found in Roman, Classical and Gothic architecture and revival styles. A common technique employed in the 19th and 20th century for the construction crypts and vaults in cemeteries.
	veneer: A layer of bricks or stones that serve as a facing.
	weathering: The breaking down of rocks or masonry, by the action of various processes such as freezing and thawing and dissolving in water..
	wrought iron: Decorative iron that is hammered or forged into shape by hand. Very popular during the 19th and early 20th century for fences and ornament. Almost a lost art, as very few artisans continue to practice this trade.
	wythe: A vertical stack of bricks one thickness wide; a veneer course.
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